


MARS Center has a unique history: it is a 
first non-state gallery, appeared in Moscow, 
Russia (former USSR) in 1988, promoting and 
exhibiting contemporary art. MARS collection 
includes 3,000 works of iconic Russian artists  
of the second half of XX century. We can be 
boast of the first sales on the Russian art market 
and the first triumphant participation in foreign 
contemporary art fair (Tokio ArtExpo, 1992).

MARS Center today - is a unique, audio-
visual exhibition space in the city center with its 
own laboratory of media art, as well as a network 
of branches across the country. Among our 
partners are Ministry of Culture of the Russian 
Federation, the Russian Academy of Arts, The 
Artists Union of Russia, Stroganov Moscow  
State University of Art and Industry.

MARS



MARS Center is focused on new media and 
digital art. All our projects involve spectator 
into an emotional experience through direct 
interaction with art.

Among our activities:
• Production and organization of exhibitions 

and other creative projects 
• Implementation of an educational program 

in digital art
• Practice for media artists in «Curiosity 

Media Lab» - a place, where ideas meet 
experience  

• Parallel programme: special events, 
connected with music, cinema, lectures and 
public talks

MISSIon & 
ACTIvITIES



ВИДЕО О ЦЕНТРЕ МАРС

https://vimeo.com/164229845
https://vimeo.com/164229845


MARS Center consists of eight exhibition 
halls, a lecture hall and a cafe.

Cafe (multi-function space) is equipped 
with: stage, multimedia equipment, 6 projection 
screens with the ability to show content in the 
resolution 4K.

Capacity: around 150-200 people.
Lecture hall features: projection screens 

with the ability to show content in the 
resolution 4K, the necessary equipment and 
office furniture for lectures, presentations and 
conferences. 

Capacity: about 80-100 people.

SPaCe



AUdIEnCE

PORTRaIT
our visitor is interested in everything 

new, monitors the development of new 
technologies. He appreciates and loves free 
time and knows how to spend it. Willing to 
spend money on new gadget, restaurants, 
cinema and theater. Young and wealthy 
audience, aimed at active consumption.

STRUCTURE
Men - 58%, Women - 42%,
Age: under 18 years - 12%, from 18 to 24 

years - 37% , from 25 to 44 years - 44%,  
over 45 years - 7%.

GeOGRaPHY
78% live in Moscow and the Moscow 

region 
12% - in St. Petersburg
8% - in other cities of Russia 
2% - abroad



The MARS Center regularly (every 3-4 
months) arrange large-scale exhibitions and 
festivals in the field of digital art and new 
media with the participation of both Russian 
and foreign artists. on an ongoing basis 
organizes interactive special projects, concerts 
of electronic musicians, master classes and 
lectures.

EvEnTS



At the end of February 2015 MARS Center 
reloaded its activities from contemporary art to 
digital art and new media. The first exhibition in 
the renovated space was «Life Zone». Project 
presented works by Alexander Letcius, Maxim 
Svishov, Andrey Svibovitch and other young and 
talented media artists from different parts of 
Russia. Exhibition created a furore and attracted 
around 48,000 visitors.

LIFe ZONe





our second large-scale exhibition of media 
art. Among the participants - world-famous 
French artists nonoTAK, Joanie Lemercier 
and Guillaume Marmin. Audiovisual installation 
of them were on show in Moscow for the first 
time. Also we presented works of Russian media 
artists Stain, MARSLAB, Cyber   Tiger, ARKTK 
BERKUT. The project were based on the idea of   
total media reality surrounding each of us today.

THE 5TH dIMEnSIon: 
SInGULARITY





Audiovisual installations of Russian and 
foreign artists at the exhibition changed the 
common vision of contemporary art. The 
exhibition presented a mixed picture of the 
modern world, in which the traditions of East 
and West are inextricably intertwined. Travel 
through the halls of the exhibition space 
completely destroyed the concept of space and 
time. So, from the atmosphere of the ancient 
Greek rituals (installation «Pithia»), you could 
easily get to the modern Shanghai (installation 
«Metropolia»), and after to the fight clubs of 
Singapore (installation «Gene of luck»). 

ORIeNT exPReSS





We provide lectures and workshops, master 
classes, as well as special educational programs 
on art and new media, with the participation 
of leading experts of audiovisual technologies. 
our team includes a pool of Russian and foreign 
specialists in the field of digital art, paying great 
attention to the development of an integrated 
education system at the intersection of art and 
technology.

Here is based the laboratory for experiments 
in the field of media art, curated by Jan 
Kalnberzin and evgeniy afonin (Russian Visual 
artists). «Curiosity Media Lab» activities are 
focused mostly on practical research. 

EdUCATIon



Laboratory of experiments in the field of 
new media, based in MARS Center. Was founded 
by media artists Jan Kalnberzin and evgeniy 
Afonin, the creators of Russian visual Artists.

The objectives of this project:
• Study the possibilities of using different 

technologies in artistic activities;
• The search for new artistic means and 

aesthetics;
• Create unique art products for both 

exhibition spaces and commercial projects.

Laboratory activities focused on practical 
research in the field of digital art. The founders 
are looking for professionals to participate in 
the general activities of the laboratory and the 
development of individual artistic product. Each 
participant receives all necessary materials, 
consultations with the organizers and other 
experts of the field, the workplace.

EdUCATIon
Сuriosity Media Lab



But for the exhibitions MARS Center 
organizes special events with a strong musical 
component. The electronic music fans were able 
to witness:

• The exclusive live concert of the pianist 
Hauschka;

• a live audiovisual performance of one of 
the best russian electronic bands D-Pulse; 

• Intimate concert of the famous Moscow 
poet Ah Astakhova;

• The performance of NONOTaK;
• a live performance of Naadya.

MUSIC



our activities cover not only Moscow but 
also Russian cities and abroad. one of them was 
the participation in the international exhibition 
Milan Expo 2015, where MARS Center team 
presented the project «Parallels» in the Russian 
pavilion. The interactive installation «The core 
of the Earth» was a hot spot for journalists and 
even received a comment from Vladimir Putin, 
who liked the idea and the implementation of 
the object.

In the nearest future we will be focused 
on large-scale art projects in the international 
arena. 

PROJeCTS






